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Schoolchildren examine an old tram carriage in the Hong Kong Museum of History.

Ghibli Museum (Tokyo)
Nestled in Inokashira Park, the Ghibli Museum is enchant-

ing for kids and adults alike. Here, Hayao Miyazaki’s cinematic
visions come to life - characters from Studio Ghibli films line
stained glass windows and frescoes, and original artwork is
on display. You can explore spiral staircases, passages and
hidden doorways to your heart’s delight, while kids can climb
aboard the furry cat bus and discover the robot in a lush
rooftop garden. Tickets also grant access to a short Ghibli
film, exclusive to the museum, in a gorgeous in-house cinema.

Top tip: Book in advance; this place is no secret!

Lousiana (Humleak, Denmark)
Louisiana’s collection of modern art is so incredible it’s al-

most intimidating. Luckily, even visitors who don’t know much
about - or care for - contemporary works can get something
out of a visit. The glass-heavy modernist building allows art
and nature to blend together.

Top tip: On a clear day, pack a lunch and sit on the water’s
edge, looking across to neighbouring Sweden (while saving
yourself a few kroner).

Hong Kong Museum of History
This excellent (and free) museum does away with tedious

displays of out-of-context artifacts, and has you literally wan-
dering through the fascinating history of Hong Kong. You’ll
stroll through the city’s recreated streets from 1881, board an
early 20th-century tram and learn about HK’s troubled World
War II occupation. It’s an engaging overview of this incredi-
ble city from its founding to the Handover.

Top tip: As a reward for all that culture-vulturing, check

The foliage-clad, brightly coloured exterior of the Ghibli Museum in Tokyo.


